MISS CAROLYN BOWEN and MISS BETTY KEENE, who were recently chosen to edit the 1948 PINE CONE, are pictured above.

Misses Betty Keene and Carolyn Bowen are from the Junior class, and have been selected to edit the 1948 Pine Cone. They are the first two women in the history of GSWC to be chosen to hold this position.

Four Seniors Are March Graduates

Graduating from GSWC at the end of the winter quarter are four seniors: Margarette Storer, Savedra Aycock, Hollen Wilson, and Vivian Wilson.

Miss Storer is a transfer from Mississippi, and was a member of the Pi Beta Phi sorority. Miss Aycock is a member of the Math-Science Club, the Senior Honor Society, the Student Council, and the Baptist Student Union, and is a member of the Society of Sigma Chi. Miss Wilson is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, and is the President of the Senior Honor Society. Miss Wilson is also a member of the Baptist Student Union, and is a member of the Student Council. Miss Wilson is also a member of the Society of Sigma Chi.

Franz Kleiner was elected to the position of student editor of the PINE CONE. He is the second senior in the history of GSWC to be chosen to hold this position.

Miss Betty Keene was named as the new editor of the PINE CONE. She is the first senior in the history of GSWC to be chosen to hold this position.

The newly elected president and vice-president of the Sports Club are (front to back) Miss ANN WILKIN, President, and MISS FRANCES HURM, vice-president.

SPORTS CLUB ELECTS

ANN WILKIN PRESIDENT

Miss Ann Wilkin, recently elected president by the members of the Sports Club, heads the list of Sports Club officers for the coming year. The other officers are Misses Frances Hurm, vice-president; Roseline Thompson, secretary; Betty Alderman, treasurer; and Virginia Kostelanetz, assistant treasurer.

Miss Wilkin, of Colquitt, is a Lambda and has been an active member of the Sports Club. She was secretary of the Sports Club for the past year, before being elected president of the Junior class, vice-president of the Math-Science Club, and head of the Biology Division.

Miss Wilkin will present a program of instrumental music at the 1948 Spring Festival, and will take an active part in the activities of the Sports Club for the coming year.

FORMAL DANCE

Tonight at 8:00 P.M. in the Dining Hall

50¢ Stag
$1.00 Couple
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As the Campus Canopy goes to press for the first time under the direction of its newest staff, it is the psychological moment to remind readers just "why we have a Canopy"... (a question which might cross students' minds.) Answering this isn't going to entail a long dissection, for the psychological experience, or the promotion of school spirit—for there is only one simple reason for the Canopy. That reason is YOU. Whatever you got from reading it, it has been and will be. And you may know that the final score was in the last volleyball game, then you can and cornelia Tutin.

Something new around here is seeing two people by the same last name go the same way, how the web, who had the wheel done was where. Jene found musing to be an exciting way to spend the holidays.

More things can happen during holidays. If you don't believe it, just ask ROBERT FOWLS. Also, about her Siblings, she doesn't have an answer to ask. JANE DEKE is slightly weak from catching a cold and from nursing her little sister, who had the whoop-whoop. Nell Kennedy had what she calls a "wonderful time" Spring Holidays, let's be forgetting that medical career, Nell. Tutin, Georgia, holds a lot of interest for JULIA BAYLIE these days. There's no political opinion of a ward boss or a church membership to report. JANE DEKE is... (Continued on Page Four)

The Student's Outlook

Dear Readers:

Remember that it is up to YOU to make the Canopy a success. The next time you hear any futile attempt to arouse Richard, it's opportunity knocking on your door. So take down that "Busy" sign out of your lives now and hoist "Come on in" for this opportunity is only going to knock but once. If you find yourself at the Canopy's door when the final score was in the last volleyball game, you'd like to have a good start on that aunt-tan, and I'm sure you'd like to have your letters in the Canopy mail box by Wed., March 16, so we can get our Editorial and Features columns into the paper. Just remember that you have a Canopy because the Canopy will be helping you. If not, then just think of the Canopy as another extra-curricular activity you are helping to support. For the Canopy is offering you an opportunity to express publicly your opinions on any phase of school life that you care to express. It is your opportunity to use the Canopy to express your political opinion of a ward boss or a church membership to report. JANE DEKE is slightly weak from catching a cold and from nursing her little sister, who had the whoop-whoop. Nell Kennedy had what she calls a "wonderful time" Spring Holidays, let's be forgetting that medical career, Nell. Tutin, Georgia, holds a lot of interest for JULIA BAYLIE these days. There's no political opinion of a ward boss or a church membership to report. JANE DEKE is... (Continued on Page Four)

The Editor's Choice

Bassett HomeSweet Home

The gleaming white walls of my favorite room were relieved in their almost surgical whiteness by the Spring gayety of a blue bowl bursting in, blushing pink and purple and white. The purple and green lines of one window were softened by white curtains trimmed with green ric-rac, but through the other I delightedly remarked a soft green. Love may take an awful beating at times. For other plans for camping, working, men, summer school, or just catching up on Mom's home-cooking in the afternoons, there is a rich harvest of opportunities to fulfill all anticipations for what the Spring quarter will bring.

The weatherman permitting, Spring here means a good start on that sun-tan, and long nights are just a dream. People are beginning to show the beauty to be found in these parts, or just to put it on the campus, with book in hand as an excuse for your actions, and commune with nature. (Or that thinks it)

Spring Quarter means Retreat at Twin Lakes for Y Student Government and Sports Club officers, it means Homecoming Week-end for Juniors and Seniors, and class picnics for all.

To the Senior, this last quarter means that plans for after graduation must be made, and soon—For other plans for camping, working, men, summer school, or just catching up on Mom's home-cooking in the afternoons, there is a rich harvest of opportunities to fulfill all anticipations for what the Spring quarter will bring.
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Fashion Forecast

By Edith Kyles

and greens are the most popular colors and the skirts are full, Full, FULL. Peasant skirts and blouses are popular, too. For casual dress I saw some darling linens and plisse dresses — they were out of this world. And the most gorgeous silk crepe? I finally broke down and bought a pale blue one—it’s cut low and the skirt is draped. By the way—draped skirts are very popular. White jersey seems to be especially popular this spring spring—simply cut with a wide gold belt. And our ever present suit—I bought a perfectly gorgeous blue gabardine. The skirt is straight and slits on each side and the coat has tails. To go with it, a pink blouse and gloves. The evening gowns—strapless and off the shoulders; and blue and white the color favorites although I prefer aqua. The skirts are full and ruffles are popular again. Some have them from waist to hem in back—they look so cool.

Bathing suits are getting more scanty of course. Two piece ones are still favorites, but the one-piece one with the midriff out is rapidly gaining favor. Play suits are scantier than ever and the midriff seems to be tops. Jeez, here I’ve been running on for hours and I have a date with Oscar in thirty minutes. Oh, yes, I’m wearing one of my new dresses. It’s the peplum, host neck in front and slit from neck to waist. Mother was furious because I bought so much, but with all the people doing it doesn’t help it?

Bye for now—Your friend, Edie

Bob Belcher’s
Drug Store
For complete
DRUG SERVICE
Call 812
136 N. Patterson Street

For a Quick Build Up After Class Let Down

BROOKWOOD PHARMACY
For DRUGS and SCHOOL SUPPLIES

WHITE HOUSE
FINEST RESTAURANT
IN THE SOUTH

Bowl For Health
Valdosta Bowling Center
125 W. Central Avenue
Telephone 22

BELK - HUDSON COMPANY
Valdosta’s Largest
and Leading Department
Store

Shiver’s
RESTAURANT
STEAKS - CHICKEN - SEAFOOD

How To Battle Bus Boredom
OR
“Life On A Greyhound Bus”

By Breezy No Orea

After covering 482 miles in approximately four times a year in the confines of a blue and grey (perhaps originally white) vehicle, commonly known as a Greyhound bus, we find that we have gained sufficient experience to be authorities on the subject of bus travel.

Although traveling by bus has many pleasurable advantages—such as, it is slower, it is hotter in summer and colder in winter, the bus is usually crowded so that you have to stand part of the way, it has no rest room and it is cheaper—there is still one disadvantage which sometimes makes you forget all these good points. Traveling by bus can be extremely boring. Through careful experiment and observation, however, we have discovered some methods of amusing yourself.

There are three methods to battle bus boredom. They are (1) Being real children and all available; (2) Amusing yourself with books, games, etc. and (3) torturing your fellow passengers.

Flirting can be very profitable (perhaps originally white) vehicle, if you have left said pocketbook.)

When you see that your efforts to entice the supposed sex are quite in vain you turn to the supposedly empty ones. They are (1) Being real children and all available; (2) Amusing yourself with books, games, etc. and (3) torturing your fellow passengers.

Flirting—^with any and all available, be VERY EXCITING!!!
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Screen Entertainment

THomas MITCHELL

Unusual Occupations
News of the Day

TUES, WED. and THUR.

Warm Lips — Exotic Nights!

Micah DeCarlo
Brian Donley
Jean Perre Aumont

Song of Scherhagorda
Technicolor
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CAMPUS CANOPY PAGE THREE

A Verse of THIS and THAT

I must go down to the sea again,
To the lonely sea and sky,
And all the sullen drab and slaty
To steer her by;
And the wheel’s kick and the wind’s song
And the white sail’s shaking,
And a grey mist on the sea’s face,
And a grey dawn breaking.

Sea Fever—John Masefield

I think that I shall never
See a poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast,

A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bough snows no ltain
Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by feel as I me,
But only God could make a tree—Joyce Kilmer

If you but knew
How all my days seem filled with dreams of you,
How sometimes in the silent night
Your eyes thrill through me with their tenderness,
How oft I hear
Your voice in my dreams,
How I hear your voice when others speak,
How you mid other forms I seek—
Oh, love more real than though
The dreams were true
If you but knew.

If You But Knew—Unknown

A New Build-Up After Class Let Down

Not What It Used To Be

WHITE HOUSE
FINEST RESTAURANT
IN THE SOUTH

STATIONERY
NEW DESIGNS NEW TINTS MANY ENGRAVED TYPES SEE THE LINE NOW ON DISPLAY

also
SCHOOL SUPPLIES, TEXT BOOKS, and the FAMOUS OUTLINE SERIES

STUDENT CO-OP BOOK STORE

SATURDAY, March 29, 1947
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A Verse of THIS and THAT

I must go down to the sea again,
To the lonely sea and sky,
And all the sullen drab and slaty
To steer her by;
And the wheel’s kick and the wind’s song
And the white sail’s shaking,
And a grey mist on the sea’s face,
And a grey dawn breaking.

Sea Fever—John Masefield

I think that I shall never
See a poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast,

A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bough snows no ltain
Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by feel as I me,
But only God could make a tree—Joyce Kilmer

If you but knew
How all my days seem filled with dreams of you,
How sometimes in the silent night
Your eyes thrill through me with their tenderness,
How oft I hear
Your voice in my dreams,
How I hear your voice when others speak,
How you mid other forms I seek—
Oh, love more real than though
The dreams were true
If you but knew.

If You But Knew—Unknown
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SPOTTING SPORTS

BY VIRGINIA BRAY

Spring quarter is here and means sports at GSWC are at their peak, so to help get off on the right foot, here's a summary of last quarter's activities.

RAKT

1st place—K 2nd place—L 3rd place—K 3rd place—L

VOLLEYBALL

1st place—L 2nd place—K 3rd place—L 4th place—L

ARCHERY

1st place—Virginia Bolen, L 2nd place—(tied) Sherla Miller, K, Virginia Bolen, L

The grand total including fall and winter quarter is as follows. Lambda 1 point lead on Kappas (36-35).

White Discusses Goya

Romance Language Club

At Recent Meeting of

Mone Bassett that boxes are still being sent regularly to the Little Storer as president, asked the Lynne Gonnell, K

ELampns Raieidoscope

LEY'S John, Someone else that be married in June.

By way of the grapevine wc hear limelight but haven't been mentioned in a long time arc .

Townsend so she and Foosey

And Misses have moved their wedding day up to sometime in April DE-

be having wedding bells with their Loris Bryce and John will also anonymous for helping me with the column.

The Romance-Language Club To total up the points toward nobody wants to miss the fun this Spring, so keep in mind that means sports at GSWC are at their peak, so to help get off on the right foot, here's a summary of last quarter's activities.

Terry's Rexall Drugstore

For that quick bite after the show

School Supplies and Drugs

ROOSEVELT RESTAURANT

Dine with us GOOD MEALS ALWAYS CLOSED TUESDAY

More than 26,000 Four-H club girls in Georgia came out food projects sponsored by the Georgia 4-H Club and earned over 1,228,000 points of which was valued at more than $307,000.

Victory Cab Company

As Near as Your Telephone CALL 448

102 S. Tooma Street

Buy and Use EASTER SEALS

Crippled Children League of Georgia Sponsored on CAMPUS by the E.C.A.